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Christmas cleanup.

of a dirty war
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The M-19 has gone; intoWding in Bpg0:|a;»
so 1 seek them out in Gali, 200 wfe fe-K
southwest With its gentle weather and livlig
nightlife, Cali offers a welcome Change;fronj
cold, formal Bogota;
'
H"v
1 take a room in ,the Hotel Mef Yorkf; a
favorite stopping place % ^out-of-town bijs>
:iine^offto
fqoftopf tirrace
. Sjxtl

• :th| -;,a|luent: tbi prk • . their ; Mfereetlesj ":«fe
:. tp|n$biles and browse^mong th| French im- '•>,
f ii|py|s from this embarrassing^staiiion Col, Y
By Merrill Colielt
-j fdlffliasimage.
:Y Y
Y "Like Barco, I have been reluctant to look
closely at the crimes of Colombia. During"
URING MY EIGHT TRIPS TO PIGMBIA AS A
my three years of visits, I've learned to love
journalist, I've taken 26 sieno pads
ColOjTibia. It's hard to cast blame at a country
of handwritten notes, taped dozens
feat has become a part of me. But as I page
of interviews, bought enough
through iny notes and sort out my files, I
books to fill a shelf, clipped enough newscatft jgtiQre the heinous trail. From day to
papers to fill a file cabinet and accumulated
dayjlhe"murderers move on. This is a diary
far too many memories of murdered sources.
of^their dirty war.
Hundreds of political activists/have been
shot down in Colombia since my first visit
there in 1985, The scale of theislaughter is
expanding. At one time only leftist leaders
So many candles.
died. Now whole villages suspected of leftist
sympathies are massacred. •
'
As the volume of victims increases, worid
has many religious fjdlidays,
concern withers. Like starving; Ethiopians,
! one ottfiefn—December 8, the
murdered Colombians are no longer news.
0f • the /immaculate Conception, In
Editors tell me ^ith4|hrug|;h|t*Colombi|i
BegoteMtfeoicis Churchimder j^pjjsndid
is a violent country."
;
wood-paneled ceiling, a priest praises the
It certainly is. There are so many street
motherly virtues of the Virgin Mary. The
murders, so many shootouts between rival
pews are packed with the faithful. In their
criminal gangs, so many lethal explosions of
fervor they have lighted so many candles
family rage that Colombia has a homicide
that heat pours out of the doorway of the
rate greater than any other country not at
church and into the chill of the night,
war. But these and the other grim statistics—
Outside I notice a young woman dressed
137 death squads, 376 private security comin rags. She is sitting in the shadows, but
panies, 15,000 murders a year—shroud the
when 1 move closer I can see that her eyes
real issue.
are slanted and closely set and that her skull
The real issue is politics. Colombia's viois broad and short —the obvious signs of
lence, even its endemic street crime, has
Down's syndrome. She is carrying a baby
political roots. When the rich elites started
and begging. I empty my pockets into her
battling each other for the presidency more
outstretched hand,
than a century ago, they drew the whole
Human brains,
country into their blood feuds.
crushed
bones.
In one great spasm, a decade of intraparty
death known as La Viokncia, 200,000 people
Colombians celebrate the Day of the Imdied in sectarian warfare touched off by the
maculate Conception by lighting candles and
assassination of Liberal leader Jorge Gaitan
setting off firecrackers, but this year the
in 1948,
noisy tradition has been upstaged by the big
Colombia's violent political convulsions
explosion that took place a month before,
have not crumbled the ancien regime. The
On November 6 a commando unit of the
leaders of the Liberal and Conservative parM-19 guerrillas entered the basement of
ties belong to two feuding factions, but they
Bogota's Palace of Justice, headquarters of
share allegiance to one oligarchy. Power
the country's judicial system. In a comdoes not pass between classes; it passes bemunique issued to the press the guerrillas
tween generations. Colombia is a country
said they were protesting military violations
ruled by the sons of presidents and the sons
of the peace accord worked out with Presiof the sons of presidents.
dent Belisario Betancur.
To his credit, the current president wants
As the guerrillas held him hostage, the
to pry open Colombia's tightly controlled
chief justice of the Supreme Court called Betwo-party monopoly. Although Virgil io
tancur on the telephone and begged the
Barco comes from a wealthy Liberal family,
president to negotiate. He refused. Then the
he has put an end to the clubby old-boy
army took over.
agreement under which Liberals and ConserUsing tanks, helicopters, rocket launchers
vatives divided up government appointand dynamite, soldiers stormed the Palace
ments.
of Justice in a fierce assault that one wire
But while Barco espouses political reform,
service called "some of the heaviest fighting
gunmen shoot down the reformers. A prim,
ever seen in peacetime in Latin America."
almost priggish, man, the president averts
While the guns blazed, a radio reporter

D
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got a call through to:guerr|lf leader tuis
Otero inside, f^porfer; "%lly:$u respecttte
lives of the ju%es?"^
army won't.. The army is ready to do away
with everybody.
; ^
When the smoke cleared, the charred remains of IMbodies were removed,Then the
press went in. A Reuters correspondent filed
this report: ;"Human brains, crushed bones
and the eerie; blood-etched outline of a dead
femate guerrilla's face; on paving stones-this was the Scene inside Bogota's Palace of
.Justice:': I'.' "'•". •:'.. . . .',- "•'. ..'". ." '. - '.
In the National Cathedral, just a lew steps
away from w;ha| remained of the Palace of
Justice, the government held a state funeral
for 11 judges. Betancyr and the army brass
attended, but the surviving Supreme Court
justices bo^egrtted the sendees, tft protest,
Betancur's refusal to negotiate for the release of their colleagues, now dead,

Carcass of justice.
I am staying in a clean but spartan hotel
with a cold-water shower at the end of the
hall. The proprietor is a sad-faced Spaniard
named Manuel Calvo. "This country is such
a shame," he Says. "It has so many possibilities, and yet..."
It's a short walk from the hotel to the main
city square,, the Plaza Bolivar, In the center
of the plaza a statue of Simon Bolivar, who
helped liberate this land from Spanish rule
in the 19th century, faces the carcass of the
Palace of Justice, Over its entrance, through
which a tank has just recently passedi this
inscription is cut into the bullet-scarred wall:
"Colombians-^arms have given us independence. Laws will give us liberty,"

Turning point.
The gate is open to the mansion owned
by Alfredo Vazquez Carrizosa, a former
foreign minister and one of Colombia's
senior statesmen. A maid shows me to the
study. Vazquez enters. He wears a well-tailored suit that sharpens his tall, thin body
into a blade. His tie is tightly knotted. Like
Betancur, Vazquez belongs to the Conservative Party, but Vazquez is not happy with the
president's recent performance. "The Palace
of Justice was the turning point," Vazquez
says. "The initiative has passed to the military,"
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Exploiting these contradictions; M*l 9 has
sent its cadre to organize Siloe and Aguablanca, the two largest|qifatter settlements,
A few days -before if arrived, 3,001 soldiers
stormed Siloe to rout out^a dozgn or so guerrillas in what the army called "''a: GhristrRas
cleanup," Three days of house-tq-house
fighting left at leastl? people dead and 46
wounded, most of them civilians, "They
wanted to clean up Cafrwith a dirty war," a
survivor (old reporters, •
I am skeptical. Several extrajudiclal killings don't always add up to a Coordinated
plot. Colombia is not Argentina/ Colombia is
the grand dame of Latin American letnocracies, jt has a century-old constitution that
the army respects, there have been only ^
half-dozen years of military rule In 116 years
^independence. Dirty war here?

Undesirables.

^
:

. , . .::.;<?::. ^.suM' v;,x» -."..."',:-;••.- •; -. •;•• r>',---;^-'4 -'- K-fi:^'^

A human rights lawyer joins me for breakfast on the hotel terrace in Call Right-wing
paramilitary groups with names like Relentless Justice and Black Flag are murdering
students, trade union leaders and even progressive members of the Liberal and Conservative parties, she says. Lately the killers
have started shooting "social undesirables"— gay men and prostitutes. She says
the death squads are linked to army officers
and to the F-2, the police intelligence unit.

No news.
Lionel Lopez, a student at Call's, Valley
University, was abducted by five carloads Of
men on Jan. 9, 1982, according to witnesses,
for nearly four years his mother and father
search for Lopez. They demonstrate in the
Plaza Bolivar in Bogota. They badger the '
police. A month before I arrive in Cali Lionel
Lopez's mother receives a telephone call.
Her husband is dead. His tortured body has
been found in Palmira, a nearby town.
There is no news of her son Lionel,
"Human life has lost its value in Colombia,"
she tells me, "And human rights are more
reviled every day."

Civic action.
Cali is the home of some of Colombia's
wealthiest citizens. The Aguablanca section
of Cali is home to 300,000 poor people. They
light their zinc-roofed shacks with stolen
electricity, drink water from dirty wells and
tell each other that this urban hell is better
than the rural hell they left behind.
The rutted dirt road into Aguablanca
bounces our Volkswagen like a rubber ball,

My companions are two young sympathizers
of the M-19 and the middle-class mother of
a former seminary student who quit his
studies to join the armed struggle.
She says she hopes her son will return to
the seminary "after."
We pull into acui-de-sac and an M-19 commander comes out to greet us. He is accompanied by a young Aguablanca recruit and
the former seminary student. The commander pats my shoulder with his right hand.
His left hand is missing, blown off, he says,
in a grenade battle with police. A pistol is
tucked into his waistband. The others also
carry guns.
They tell me they are organizing the community through civic action programs—laying water lines, for example. The guerrilla
strategy is to hold territory and "build an
army." The ease with which they move about
suggests they enjoy considerable community support.
In Aguablanca 1 fall in love with a threeyear-old girl named Carolina. As the TV plays
a rumba, we dance in a cardboard-and-bamboo house whose walls are covered with
magazine photos of movie stars.
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out of the hills to compete in electoral politics. Two PARC leaders now sit in Congress.
I talk with one of them.
Braulio Herrera is big and bearded. He
wears heavy glasses, a bulletproof vest and
a large wrist watch that he continually consults as if counting the time he has left to live.
Assassins are killing the members of the
Patriotic Union, a party founded by the PARC
and the Communists but filled with progressives of many persuasions. The guerrillas
will not continue to endure the slaughter
with "Asiatic patience," Herrera warns.
Colombia's attorney general says the Patriotic Union is under fire from death squads
linked to the army. The charge arouses a
storm of comment in the press, but neither
the Liberal nor the Conservative presidential
candidate has a thing to say. President Betancur also keeps mum. ("Always so
eloquent, President Betancur opts for
monastic silence in military matters; observes Alfredo Vazquez Carrizosa in his
newspaper column.)
The military bitterly denounces the attorney general. A former army commander accuses him of "hanging gravestones" around
the necks of soldiers and of waging "a dirty
war" against the armed forces.

It's May. and the presidential elections are
on Sunday. One of the dozens of campaign BOGOTA, Aug. 5,1986—Killings by right-wing
banners strung across Bogota's streets car- extremists pose one of the biggest challenges
ries a message considered radical only in for Virgilio Barco Vargas, who takes over the
Colombia's version of democracy. "Move- presidency Aug. 7.
ment of the Independent Fringe," proclaims
-Christian Science Monitor
the banner. "Vote for whomever you want!"
BOGOTA, Dec, 14,1986-Congressman OcSuch appeals pose no serious challenge tavio Vargas Acosta, of the new leftist party,
to the candidates of the Liberal and Conser- the Patriotic Union (UP), was assassinated
vative parties. They are Alvaro Gomez, the today, raising to 14 the number of legislators,
.son of a president who violently repressed
councilmen and political leaders of the
his opponents, and Virgilio Barco, the son group that have been assassinated in the last
of ,1 family that got rich on a land grant from five months.
a dictator. Barco is certain to win, not be-The Associated Press
cause he is well-liked (the military would
prefer Gomcz) but because he is a Liberal.
The country feels cheated by the Conservative government ot Betancur. who promised
to bring peace but didn't.
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Betancur's peace efforts were not entirely
in vain. The M-19 has returned to the underground, but the oldest and largest group of
guerrillas, the Soviet-line PARC, has come

Warm air rises to meet the plane as I land
in the center of Colombia's banana-growing
coast, just south of Panama. Banana plantations dominate this region, but another
major industry is death. There have been

There has been a startling development.
A paid assassin has had a change of heart.
more than 200 killings this year around the For several days this summer he and other
rim of the Gulf of Uraba.
members of a hit team shadowed a Patriotic
The government's top prosecutor has Union mayor with the intent to kill, but durflown in from Bogota to find out why the ing this time the assassin watched his victim
local authorities have jailed no suspects in long enough to realize that he was a good
any of the killings. Cracking the crimes is man who deserved to live. "There are people
difficult, the prosecutor tells me, because who take the bread out of their mouths to
"those in charge of the investigations are the give it to others—he was like that."
ones accused of committing the murders."
The assassin, his name is Onega, backs
Members of the security forces had a hand out, but the others go ahead and kill the
in "several" of the of deaths, he says.
mayor anyway. Ortega then goes to the auThere are more black people here than thorities and denounces as mastermind of
anywhere else I've been in Colombia. They the crime an officer in the army's intelligence
come from the neighboring department of service, Capt. Luis Ardila.
Choco, a dense pocket of poverty, to seek
Ortega's testimony, which is published in
good-paying jobs in the banana industry. The the press, is detailed and convincing. He says
unions, which are backed up by the guns of Ardila instructed the hit team to "do things
two guerrilla groups, have won high wages right and make sure no one realized it was
for banana workers. But as the unions push the army." Ardila denies all. The charge "offorward, assassins shoot down the union fends my moral integrity and my military
leaders. The army was sent in to restore honor," he writes in a letter to El Tiempo
' order, but with the army's arrival the killings newspaper. The captain keeps his job.
increase.
Ortega leaves the country.
There is more to Uraba's violence than
labor strife. The two traditional parties are vfcrir. i.he people s a ~ /
K
losing ground here to a new upstart, the Patriotic Union. That, the secretary to the gov"Our constitution orders all authorities of
ernor tells me, "is generating violence."
the republic to protect human rights, starting
The town of Apartado, where 1 am staying, with the right to life."
has a Patriotic Union mayor named Alba
-President Virgilio Barco, speech
Lucia Lopez. She is a buoyant and energetic
to Congress, July 20,1987
young lawyer who has earned the respect of
local business leaders. They say she is more
"Here nothing happens."
concerned with paving Apartado's dusty
-Colombian popular saying
streets than making leftist revolution. But
Alba Lucia is not liked by everyone. On the
day of my visit she is advised that in Medellin,
where killers can be rented like cars, two
The peppery taste of tear gas hangs in the
assassins have been contracted to shoot her. October air as 1 elbow into Bogota's National
She takes the warning in stride. "One sees Cathedral. Riot police and rock-throwing
comrades falling every day, but you have to demonstrators trade blows near the steps of
go forward," she tells me.
the cathedral while inside thousands of
Her stoicism does not calm my queasy mourners shuffle toward a flag-draped casstomach as we ride in an open je'ep down ket. It holds the body of Jaime Pardo Leal,
Apartado's main street, the same street on a former university lecturer and judge and
which a union leader was shot down a week the leader of the Patriotic Union. As the
before. Beside me is another Patriotic Union party's presidential Candida!:. Pardo earned
leader, a senator visiting from Bogota. I ask the enmity of the military, ti-e grudging rehim how he can live so close to death. He spect of the oligarchy and ;' e affection of
shrugs. "We're like the Christians in the early the popular classes. His minder two days
days."
ago set off rioting in the capital and across
The lock on my hotel room door doesn't the country.
work. Vultures perch in the trees outside.
So far 11 people have died, including a
The gangling birds are lazy, self-assured. 13-year-old boy killed when soldiers
Uraba is easy pickings.
Continued on page 22
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On global warming, the
Bush team talks out of
both sides of its mouth
Last week, in his first diplomatic meeting since being confirmed,
Secretary of State James A. Baker 3rd told a 17-nation working group
and representatives of 23 other nations that the time is ripe to take
steps against the greenhouse effect caused by global air pollution.
Almost committing himself to action, Baker said that "we can probably
not afford to wait until all of the uncertainties have been resolved
before we act." Scientists must still "refine the state of our knowledge,"
he said, but "time will not make the problem go away."
Baker reportedly chose this gathering to signal that the new
administration puts a high priority on addressing the problem of
global warming and climate change. It was also an opportunity—one
of several seized upon by officials since President Bush's inauguration—to distinguish the new president from the old one. While
scientists are gathering more information about global warming,
Baker said, international policy makers, even in the absence of
climatic changes, should "focus immediately on prudent steps that
are already justified."
They should include steeper cuts in the production of chlorofluorocarbons, which may contribute to global warming and are the major
suspect in the depletion of the ozone layer that protects the Earth
from excess levels of solar ultraviolet radiation. In addition, he said,
fossil fuel use should be reduced through greater efficiency in the
use of energy and more trees should be planted to absorb excess
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
The words were welcome, but actions speak louder than words. In
a meeting of the working group following Baker's speech, administration officials proposed a plan that echoed the Reagan approach
to this and other environmental issues—more research and delayed
action. Members of the working group from other countries
: criticized the American proposals, saying they contradicted Baker's
words and would delay meaningful action for too long.
Observers tried to put the best light on the contradiction between
Baker's remarks and his subordinates' suggestions. In an apparent
desire to provide a graceful way out of this discrepancy, they speculated that the mid-level officials who formulated the American plan
were holdovers from the Reagan administration who had not yet
assimilated the new administration's views. A representative of the
Environmental Defense Fund, who attended the meeting as an
observer, put it this way: "Secretary Baker's statement was very
important and seemed completely consistent with what George Bush
said during his campaign. But the work plan presented by the
bureaucracy sounded like it was proposed by a completely different
government."
14 IN THESE TIMES FEB. 8-14,
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A State Department spokesman insisted that the American proposals
would be considered by a seven-nation panel of the working group
along with other nations' alternatives. "We would not characterize
the comments of other nations on the U.S. approach as criticism," he
said. Nor would he comment on the apparent inconsistencies of the
administration position.
So we are left not knowing whether the Bush administration is
breaking with the Reagan tradition of talking environmental protection but finding ways to do nothing, or whether foot-dragging holdovers sabotaged the new guys. This, of course, is no small matter. As
reporter Dick Russell has pointed out in his three-part series on the
greenhouse effect (see page 7), once global warming reaches the stage
where it is obvious to all, it will be too late to protect against it.
It's not as if there were any question about what needs to be
done. Baker's comments, vague and general as they were, indicated
a consensus on that. Nor does any serious scientist question that
action must be taken before things go too far. As the Swedish chairman of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change said at the
working group meeting, policy makers do need more "details" from
scientists about the greenhouse effect, but added that "we should
not fool ourselves that we need all the details before decisions are
necessary."
Bush said that he wanted to be the environmental president. What
he instructs his secretary of state to do and how he follows through
on this crucial issue will be the test of his sincerity.
•

It's a kinda
gentiler administration
With all the transition-time brouhaha about the dearth of
women and minorities among Bush appointees, another human
deficit has gone virtually unnoted: we're now faced with a decline
in the number of Cabinet-level Jews. Despite all the scripted
blather about a kinder, gentler nation, the result so far can at
best be described as a kind of gentiler administration. While
Reagan's Hollywood connections created openings for Jewish
advisers, Bush's Waspy, polo-pony, yacht-club milieu is hardly a
traditional Semitic stomping ground. Of course, it's not just Jews,
but also women and minorities who are receiving scant or token
representation in the new government. The elite, members-only
cast of Bush appointees serves further to blister the president's
already peeling veneer of folksiness, which at any rate had been
only an illusion conjured by opportunistic, if media-savvy,
hirelings. A moment of nostalgia for Ronald Reagan is a strange
and terrifying thing, but it seems that Reagan's boyish charm has
given way to something less charming and decidedly more
goyish.
•
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